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Discover the best parts of the must-see cities in Spain. Learn the top sights and attractions before

you travel with this comprehensive guide.Read on your PC, Mac, Smart phone, Tablet or Kindle

device.Planning a trip to Spain? Great choice! If you're considering anything from a short stay to a

long trip, Spain will provide you with some of the most amazing sights and scenes to be found

anywhere. Spain's history, culture and picturesque landscape will leave you in awe. But are you

prepared? To get the most out of your Spanish adventure, you must be well prepared and have

some basic knowledge about the country: where to go, what to see and what to do! If you enter

Spain unprepared and unaware of the many treasures to be discovered and enjoyed, you will not be

able to enjoy it to its fullest. Without the knowledge of exactly what every must-see city has to offer,

you will ultimately waste your valuable vacation time planning your next steps instead of discovering

exciting, new sights. In this Spain Travel Guide I will give you the best tips and advice that will

enable you to get through your Spanish adventure smoothly, and help you to enjoy it to the fullest!

I'll provide you with the essential sights and attractions for all of Spain's major cities, so that you

don't have to waste any of your own time finding out what each city has to offer!The cities you'll gain

access to:San SebastianBilbaoSantiago de

CompostelaMadridToledoCordobaSevilleGranadaValenciaBarcelonaYou'll have the most concise,

valuable Spain Travel Guide â€“ the countryâ€™s sights, culture and attractions - at your fingertips

every step of the way. So what are you waiting for? Download your copy today!Take action now and

enjoy the trip of a lifetime! Tags: Spain, Spain Travel Guide, Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia, Bilbao,

Seville, San Sebastian, Santiago de Compostela, Toledo, Cordoba, Granada, Travel Advice, Travel

Guides, Budget Travel, Travel The World
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I've been in Spain for three times now, but never had the chance to leave Madrid. This book is an

outstanding guide to verify what else - as priority - has to be in your top list if you visit Spain. This

year I'm going for the fourth time but thanks to this book my curiosity now is bigger. The writing style

is very simple and easy to understand, I personally highlight the "top 10" lists for every city, out of

them I made a very interesting line. As for me, this year I'll go to Bilbao and Barcelona - the rest of

the cities will remain in my prior for the next journey, hopefuly in the next semester.

For me, Spain is a very romantic place. This is why I would love for me and my husband to visit it

someday. Since we haven't gone to Spain yet, my husband and I thought that this will be a useful

book for us. This book is a guide for first time travelers like us. It contains a list of the must-see

places when in Spain. Each place was interestingly discussed. There were other details of

awesome tourist spots in those places as well. One thing though, it would have been better if there

were nice photos in it or directions to easily go to the place. But, if you are just trying to know the

places, the details in here should suffice.

This is my second time to purchase Sam's book and I would say that I really like his writing style. It

is very organized, informative and helpful. Each chapter is composed of the beautiful cities in Spain.

Aside from that, he gives a short introduction and some facts about the city. Furthermore, he

indicates some of the most important places or landmark in that city (top ten). I would say that

Sam's writings are well-researched, direct to the point and captures the reader's attention.

Every Spanish city has something unique to offer. I have personally traveled to Barcelona, Madrid

and Sevilla; and i am planing to visit other cities in the future. This travel guide seems to be

complete as it has mentioned everything about the cities I have visited. I can only asume it does the



same for the rest. Very informative and easy to read; this book offers valuable information about

history, culture, attractions and must see places. I believe the city of Bilbao is the authors favorite,

and has made me want to travel there.Travel guides are very helpful to those who love traveling;

and may introduce you to some places you would not normally visit.Overall a well put together

guide; I would recommend it to anyone who wants to visit Spain.

This was great to read, and I am looking forward to checking these places out when I go to Spain for

the first time next year. One suggestion to the author, would be to have a layout that is easier to

locate and reference back to the chapters, cities, and places to go. Thank You!

This read as a short, to the point top ten listing of activities if traveler on has a short amount of time

in the top several cities in Spain, however too brief for my tastes. This read almost like a short

review or excerpts of a more thorough guide. Also I read on my reader so only text, not sure if print

version has photos/images?
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